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“You chose a clear still, starry night to leave me. Sleep is elusive 
and I try not to think, afraid of the tears that seep through 
closed eyes...afraid of the torrent threatening to burst forth and 
drown me. Opening my eyes to a single bird song and the first 
thing I see is a single morning star shining brightly in a dawn sky, 
reminding me of you... travelling far away... you have been with 
me from the start and the Orphanage is also your legacy...how 
can I walk this journey without you Mali?  We are 
heartbroken…” Judi & Bryce 

There was something special about Mali, wise 
and intuitive beyond her bunny exterior.  She 
greeted the living, she consoled the dying, and 
comforted our sadness; she taught the new buns 
to eat their hay, she was direct and forthright in 
her communication with us, in what was 
agreeable to her.  Mali was our shadow, she 
would stand with us and nudge the legs of visitors 
to let them know she was there and inviting them 
to pat her.  She also knew when a bunny was 
about to cross the Rainbow Bridge and she 
communicated these events clearly to us by sitting 
directly in front or under their enclosures in 
contemplation until we noticed her.  She sat with 
us as we nursed the dying and then gently licked 
us after their passing. 

She would always 
know when a baby 
bun was in trouble… 
she would follow us 
around and sit looking 
up at us, and we 
would know to check 
the bunnies, she then 
stayed near during 
the crisis.  We would 

place the ill baby with Mali for comfort, and she 
would sit very still and let the baby snuggle into 
her for comfort and give it a lick in its final 
moments.   

A reflection from Inge… 

"Can you see she's getting older?" Judi asked me whilst Tulip 
was trying to support Mali's aging little body by sitting close to 
her… We were prepared, but not for her passing to happen so 
quickly - she surprised us, as she always did. I'm convinced the 
way she decided to cross the Rainbow Bridge was to make it 
easier for us. We were all preparing for sleep...and so was 
Mali...her body was anyway, but not her spirit. Mali was, and still 
will be, an inspiration for many of us. Her kind and heart 
warming character made us melt. I can't say she almost had a 
human soul...she DID HAVE a human soul!  

All the joy she gave to us when we saw her getting ready in the 
kitchen - greens time! Mali would round us up or we would find 
her waiting in the kitchen.  She always had the privilege of pre-
tasting the greens, rummaging in the bags. How we almost had 
to warn visitors "If you pat her once, you won't be allowed to 
stop and you'll struggle to leave the property!"  

Mali comforted so many buns just before it was time for them to 
cross the rainbow bridge. It was incredible how she sensed it 
was their time to spread their tiny wings. And then for her to be 
able to communicate that back to Judi or Bryce is unbelievable.   

Mali. you are one of the biggest reasons that Rabbit Run-Away 
exists. You are the motivation we need to continue with what 
we do, every bun deserves the life you had, and we are blessed 
to have shared your gift with so many.   

RIP little darling...you deserve it so much!   

Mali (8th Oct 2005 - 19 Sept 2015) 



The Autumn Years 
Some rabbits can reach their autumn years from age 
six onwards.  Rabbits can live up to 10 to 12 years, 
however many do not make it due to a range of 
conditions and environments.  A rare few rabbits 
have been known to live to the ripe old age of 16 
years. 

How old is old in a rabbit? 

Longevity is complex and is reliant on health, 
wellbeing, hereditary and the emotional energy 
surrounding a rabbit.  A calm environment in the 
company of humans and other rabbit companions 
can contribute to longevity, whereas anxiety and 
lack of stimuli can contribute to early mortality rates. 

What are the classic signs of ageing in a rabbit? 

 Believe it or not grey hairs around the ears and 
elsewhere and a thinning or coarser coat can be a 
determinant of an ageing bun. 

 Nails of our senior buns can also turn outwards 
and as the nails thicken callouses can form on the 
nail bed.  

 Mobility and weakening in the back legs are 
classic signs of arthritis and ageing joints. 

 Some senior buns can suffer from hind leg 
paralysis caused by a range of ageing conditions 
such as spinal subluxations, tumours, arthritis, 
parasites, stroke and callused heels.  

 Glycoma and cataracts can also present in our 
senior buns.  

 If your senior bun is sitting for extended times in 
the litter box or straining to urinate or urinating 
excessively this may indicate kidney failure, 
bladder or kidney stones or bladder sludge. 

 Increased episodes of gut stasis or bloat is also 
more common in elder buns. 

Caring for a senior bun in their autumn years 

 Our senior buns need a consistent, safe and 
comfortable environment where your bun can 
observe activities and interact with the family, 
but also have quiet space.  A blind bunny also 
relies on its companion for its mobility. 

 Rabbits are empathetic.  A companion bunny will 
often nurse and care for the ageing or frail 
companion providing love and support to their 
partner.  Such as Tulip supporting both Hiro and 
Mali. 

 Soft sheepskin pet bedding is available to 
prevent urine scald and to provide a soft resting 
place for the disabled bun.  They are easy to 
wash and replace.  

 Adapt any litter trays so your bun can walk in to 
easily access their hay.   

 Buns suffering from mobility issues cannot 
always groom themselves, so help is needed to 
ensure your bunny back end is spot cleaned 
regularly. 

How your vet can help 

Many of our special needs bunny live happy quality 
lives with adapting their environment and with the 
support of our bunny savvy vets. 

Buns of the Month - Alfie & Mable  
A foster home is needed for Alfie and Mable for 18 
months.   

Alfie was adopted from the Orphanage a few years 
ago.  Their owner is in the defence force and has been 
relocated overseas for this period.   

The bunnies are very sweet and come with their 
equipment and all vet care is covered.  There is also a 
small contribution towards their care each month. 

To find out more about Alfie & Mable, contact Rabbit 
Run-Away Orphanage on (03) 9751 1229  



The bunny bachelors have been streaming into 
the Bunny Mansion looking for love.  To qualify 
these handsome bachelors must put in their 
applications and once approved they may 
enter the mansion. 

In this edition we feature Bachelor Chilli is a 
very modern boy with an explosive amount of 

energy and a very determined mind. After a 
quick look around the Bunny Mansion at all of 
our lovely single bachelorettes, he nudged us 
in the direction of spice girl, Pepper (Better 
know as Holly). Pepper, also a very modern 
young lady who knows exactly what she 
wants, didn't make it that easy for little man. 
Head over heels he kept following her, offered 
her rose petals, showed her the best binkies he 
had in store...but no luck. Chili had to change 
his tactics... 

After munching on our love aid book " Husbuns 
are from Mars, Bun-wives are from Venus" Chili 
knew he was doing it all wrong! After some 
small changes and a more confident way of 
approaching Pepper she was ready to continue 
their date outside the Bunny Mansion and he 
took her home to meet his family. 

News from the Bunny Bachelor Mansion 

Vet Tip 
You probably know hay is a “superfood” for rabbits. It aids digestion, keeps teeth 

healthy and makes bunnies drink more water to keep their bladders sludge free. But did 

you know it tastes amazing to rabbits? A rabbit can tell the difference in hay that has been harvested in the 

same field in the morning vs the afternoon – afternoon hay has more sugar in it, which bunnies love. If your 

rabbit doesn’t like their new bale of hay - they are telling you it’s not good quality – so return/exchange it, 

they know best!  

Dr Gerry Skinner BSc BVSc PhD MRCVS MANZCVSc - The Rabbit Doctor 

Volunteers of the Month 
This month we celebrate our foster carers 
Cassie and Pete and recognise their wonderful 
dedication to looking after the care needs of 
our eldest bun, Stan (alias Mr Bunny). 

Cassie and Pete also feature in this month’s 
Who’s Who - read on to the next page, to find 
out more about these wonderful foster carers! 



Bunny Education - See the 
links below for handy 
information about caring for 
your bun: 

Bunny Care Booklet 

Responsible Bunny Ownership 

The Myxomatosis Virus 

The Bunny Diet 

Bunnies as Indoor Pets  

Companion Bunnies  

When a Bunny Needs a Vet 
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Important Dates to Remember 

What? When? 

World Animal Day (Edgar’s Mission) Sunday October 4 

World Vegan Day Sunday November 1 

Calendars 
Our 2016 calendars will be available 

through the  website in early 

October - keep an eye out! 
Save the 
date! 

Who’s Who at Rabbit 
Run-Away Orphanage? 

This month we 
talk to our 
wonderful foster 
carers, Cassie and 
Pete, who foster 
an elderly bun 
called Stan. 

How did you hear 
about the 
Orphanage? 

Once we had decided we wanted to 
adopt a rabbit, I Googled rabbit 
rescues in Melbourne. Rabbit Run-
Away Orphanage was the first one 
that popped up. After more research 
I was really impressed by their ethos 
and the love they had for what they 
did.  It was a no brainer, really! 

Who do you foster? 

We foster Mr. Bunny, who we now 
call Stanley (Stan for short, though 
he goes by many other nicknames!) 
because he's an elderly bun, and 
both of my grandfathers were called 
Stanley.  

Stan is about 12 yrs. old now. He has 
a heart condition which he is 

medicated for, but you'd never know 
- he runs around and binkies like a 
young bun.  

He's got a huge personality - a little 
grumpy and crotchety at times (he is 
in his twilight years, after all) but he's 
VERY cheeky and playful too.  

He pretty much makes the rules in 
our household! 

Why are you fostering?  

Both of us feel so disheartened by 
the 'pet trade' - it's terrible that pet 
stores are able to sell pets when 
there are so many in desperate need 
of a home (more often than not 
because pet stores don't educate 
people about proper care and 
responsibilities when buying pets).  

We knew Stan's chances of being 
adopted were a little slim due to his 
age and his health, but we wanted a 
mature bun that had relaxed into life 
a little, so it was a pretty perfect 
arrangement!  

And we fell in love with him when we 
first saw him. 

How long have you been fostering? 

We began fostering Stan in February 
2014 and he will stay with us 
permanently. 

http://www.rabbitrunaway.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Booklet-Bunny-Ownership_Jan2013.pdf
http://www.rabbitrunaway.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Responsible-Bunny-Ownership_Jan2013.pdf
http://www.rabbitrunaway.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Myxomatosis-Virus_Jan2013.pdf
http://www.rabbitrunaway.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/The-Bunny-Diet_Jan2013.pdf
http://www.rabbitrunaway.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Bunnies-as-Indoor-Pets_Jan2013.pdf
http://www.rabbitrunaway.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Companion-Bunnies_Jan2013.pdf
http://www.rabbitrunaway.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/When-your-bunny-needs-a-vet_Jan2013.pdf
http://www.rabbitrunaway.org.au
mailto:info@rabbitrunaway.org.au?subject=Rabbit%20Runaway%20Enquiry
http://www.edgarsmission.org.au/33927/world-animal-day-2015/
http://www.wvd.org.au/

